According to official announcements and publications, the UK's Ministry of Defence (MOD) is currently engaged in a major shipbuilding programme involving the acquisition of more than 50 ships and submarines over the next 30 years. The range and multiplicity of programmes—which include the Astute attack submarine, the Future Aircraft Carrier (CVF), the Future Surface Combatant (FSC), Military Afloat Reach and Sustainability (MARS) vessels and the Type 45 destroyer—may overstretch the UK's domestic shipbuilding and maritime support industry capacity.

In 2008 RAND Europe published its study entitled Sustaining Key Skills in the UK Naval Industry. Previous RAND Europe studies (see Further RAND reading) for MOD have taken a macro-level look at the types and numbers of professional and non-professional skills required to fulfil its shipbuilding programme. Since then MOD’s Defence Industrial Strategy1 and its Maritime Industrial Strategy component have raised questions at the micro level about key skills capabilities. Specifically, MOD sought assistance with identifying the following labour implications for its shipbuilding programme:

• the technical skills needed to design, build and support the vessels outlined above;
• how the skills are represented in the UK’s maritime industry;
• how the skills are to be used to meet the demands of the programme.

RAND Europe sought to answer these questions by studying the size and composition of the UK technical workforce, and by analysing its ability to meet the estimated demand for technical skills under a variety of conditions.

What did industry tell us about the technical workforce?

RAND Europe surveyed key UK maritime industrial firms, using both qualitative and quantitative methods, to obtain information about their technical workforces. Those studied reported that they employed a total of 3,525 personnel in technical fields in the maritime industrial base in 2007. Of these 998 were designers, 1,842 were professional engineers and 685 were technical managers. The age distribution of these workers was skewed towards older workers, about half (46%) being above 45 years of age.

The prospects for sustaining this workforce into the future depend on appropriate recruitment. While inexperienced technical labour came predominantly from universities, experienced technical workers were from a far greater variety of sources—including the aerospace, civil nuclear, and oil and gas industries. In addition, the maritime industry turns to former military personnel to fill certain roles. In the survey the firms indicated that it was difficult to recruit for a number of specific technical skills. This information helped to identify some of the key issues surrounding the current and potential future composition of the UK maritime technical workforce.

How do these skills support future shipbuilding programmes?

Our analysis began by looking at the total labour demand for all technical skills implied by MOD’s future shipbuilding programme. This is detailed in the figure. It was found that demand will rise
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1 Ministry of Defence, Defence Industrial Strategy: Defence White Paper, Cm6697, December 2005. This document established guidance for policymakers with respect to the industrial goals and capacity that the UK will need in order to fulfil its military acquisition programmes over the next several decades.
steeply until 2013, reaching a level that will be twice the long-term average demand. Demand created by the complex surface ship programme is dominated by CVF in the short term, decreasing considerably in the long term. The submarine programme places a more constant demand, though that demand varies over time.

After looking at labour demand at the aggregate level, we looked at demand for specific technical skills. Our analysis looked at labour demand at a variety of levels (total labour, technical labour, detailed design-professional engineer, and individual skills). This revealed various trends that allowed those making decisions about the future shipbuilding programme to better understand how the availability of technical skills may affect the maritime industry. For example, we found that MOD’s complex warship programme will produce an initial peak in demand for professional engineer skills, followed by a trough as the carrier programme winds down and the final hulls for the Type 45 programme are completed. We also found that for the submarine sector, the CVF programme could act as a vital bridge, providing demand both for submarine detailed designers and for professional engineering skills prior to the start of the Successor new design.

What policy conclusions can the Ministry of Defence draw from the findings?

Some general trends emerge from this analysis with regard to the future demand for design and engineering technical skills in the submarine and surface ship sectors:

- The MOD baseline programme will need some modification to help sustain the technical skills to support key industrial capabilities.
- Overall there is sufficient demand from the submarine programmes to sustain design and build technical skills until 2027. Beyond this the situation is less clear.
- The complex surface ship sector is more fragile than the submarine base with regard to technical skills.

- Detailed designers are in most demand during the design process for first-of-class ships and submarines. Professional engineers are involved more equally across the design and build processes.
- Recruiting certain technical skill sets will be challenging for the industry. Specifically, these relate to experienced professional engineers who are naval architects, electrical (power) engineers, systems engineers and mechanical engineers.
- The technical skills needed today may not be needed in the future. Industry anticipates an increased requirement for information technology skills and electrical engineers. Working practices are also forecast to change—leading to, for example, greater remote working and a need for wider language skills.
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